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In recent fifty years,study on western Marxism pay close attention to the research
of the relationship of Marxism ethics and the traditional genre of ethics .More striking
a point of view is: Marxism ethics can be defined as a kind of utilitarianism. But
western scholars’ view is still questionable, there are two problems are not allowed to
ignore if they tried to explain marxist ethics is utilitarianism: fistly,how Marxism
classical writers regard utilitarianism;Secondly, when in the evaluation of social life,
whether they evaluated social phenomenon in utilitarian standards
In order to answer the problem above, this article analyzes the historical
background and essential feature of the utilitarianism of Bentham and Mill,then
observe and study the point of “Marx was a utilitarian ”and the main arguments and
reasoning process of the view,then research how western scholor put the Marxisism
ethics defined as a kind of utilitarianism, and pointed out the deficiencies of their
argument.In order to answer the essential featrue of the Marxism ethics, this article
analyzes how Marxism classical writers evaluate the moral theory and utilitarianism
theory in the context of historical materialism, especially pay attention to the
relationship between utilitarianism and the reality conditions in discussed.Then
analysis when entering the moral life, whether Marx evaluate the social phenomenon
of is in utilitarianism position.By analyzing "alienation labor" theory in the
"Economic and Philosophical Manuscripts in 1844" ,this aticle points out that
Marxism ethics is actually a humanitarian (even in the period of historical HM, Marx
and Engels’s moral evaluation standard has no substantial difference with their early
view), all in all, Maxsim ethics is very different from utilitarianism in some basic
rules.Through the above analysis, this aticle tries to explain Marxism ethics is not a
utilitarian, there are fundamental differences between traditional normative ethics and
Marxism ehics.
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